OBJECT LIST

A Record of Emotion: The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans

At the J. Paul Getty Museum, the Getty Center
February 2, 2010–June 6, 2010

1. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Lincoln Cathedral from the Castle*, about 1898
   Photogravure print
   Image: 21 x 15.9 cm (8 1/4 x 6 1/4 in.)

2. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Roofs*, 1895 - 1898
   Platinum print
   Image: 11.7 x 9.4 cm (4 5/8 x 3 11/16 in.)
   Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH19840503

3. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Lincoln Cathedral: Stairway in Southwest Turret*, about 1898
   Photogravure print
   Image: 19.6 x 12.8 cm (7 11/16 x 5 1/16 in.)

4. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Lincoln Cathedral: The Angel Choir*, about 1898
   Platinum print
   Image: 19.2 x 15.2 cm (7 9/16 x 6 in.)

5. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Lincoln Cathedral: Organ Screen, North Side*, 1895
   Platinum print
   Image: 19.1 x 12.9 cm (7 1/2 x 5 1/16 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.37

6. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Lincoln Cathedral*, 1895
   Platinum print
   Image: 14.6 x 18.4 cm (5 3/4 x 7 1/4 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.35

7. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Self-portrait*, about 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 22.9 x 5.1 cm (9 x 2 in.)
   The Audrey and Sydney Irmas Collection. Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Los Angeles, California, AC.1992.197.48

8. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Cloisters*, 1911
   Platinum print
   Image: 18.4 x 7 cm (7 1/4 x 2 3/4 in.)

-more-
9. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Tr. Sec. Spine of Echinus*, about 1887  
Gelatin silver print  
Image: 13.3 x 12.1 cm (5 1/4 x 4 3/4 in.)  

10. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
"A Misty Morning" - *Canterbury Cathedral: Angel Tower and Dark Entry*, 1889  
Platinum print  
Image: 14.6 x 10.2 cm (5 3/4 x 4 in.)  
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1978:0137

11. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Canterbury Cathedral: Crypt*, about 1900  
Platinum print  
Image: 14.6 x 10.2 cm (5 3/4 x 4 in.)  

12. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: Altar*, 1900  
Platinum print  
Image: 24 x 20 cm (9 7/16 x 7 7/8 in.)  
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film. Rochester, New York, 81:1198:60

13. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: The Nave, West*, about 1883  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7.3 x 6.8 cm (2 7/8 x 2 11/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.2

14. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: South Aisle of Presbytery*, about 1883  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7 x 7.1 cm (2 3/4 x 2 13/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.3

15. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Gloucester Cathedral: Tomb of Edward II, Detail*, about 1883  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7.1 x 7.3 cm (2 13/16 x 2 7/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.4

16. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Gloucester Cathedral: Entrance to Ambulatory and Crypt*, 1890  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7.1 x 7.1 cm (2 13/16 x 2 13/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.8

17. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Gloucester Cathedral: South Triforium to East*, 1890  
Lantern slide  
Image: 5.1 x 7.3 cm (2 x 2 7/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.9

18. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Bourges Cathedral: West Front*, 1883 - 1890  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.4 x 6.5 cm (2 1/2 x 2 9/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.10

19. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Bourges Cathedral: Across Choir*, 1899  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.4 x 6.4 cm (2 9/16 x 2 9/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.11

- more -
20. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Gloucester Cathedral: Nave to East*, 1891
   Platinum print
   Image: 14.5 x 11.5 cm (5 11/16 x 4 1/2 in.)
   RPS Collection at the National Media Museum. Bradford, England, RPS 5019

21. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Gloucester Cathedral: The Cloisters*, about 1903
   Platinum print
   Image: 21.6 x 25.4 cm (8 1/2 x 10 in.)

22. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Gloucester Cathedral*, about 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 15.2 x 9.5 cm (6 x 3 3/4 in.)

23. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral: View of the Main Facade from the Street*, about 1900 - 1905
   Platinum print
   Image: 11.6 x 7.2 cm (4 9/16 x 2 13/16 in.)
   Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1987:0412

24. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral: Portal of West Front*, about 1901
   Platinum print
   Image: 26.7 x 19.1 cm (10 1/2 x 7 1/2 in.)

25. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral: The Double Aisles*, about 1901
   Platinum print
   Image: 24.8 x 16.5 cm (9 3/4 x 6 1/2 in.)

26. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral*, 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 12.4 x 8.6 cm (4 7/8 x 3 3/8 in.)

27. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral: Aisle and Nave*, 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 29 x 23 cm (11 7/16 x 9 1/16 in.)
   RPS Collection at the National Media Museum. Bradford, England, RPS 4363

28. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   "Height and Light" - *Bourges Cathedral*, 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 11.9 x 7.1 cm (4 11/16 x 2 13/16 in.)
   Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1980:1170

29. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Bourges Cathedral: Sculpture on West Front, Noah and the Ark*, 1899
   Platinum print
   Image: 20 x 27.2 cm (7 7/8 x 10 3/4 in.)
   Mount: 32.1 x 42.1 cm (12 5/8 x 16 9/16 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.5
30. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Bourges Cathedral: Judgment Panel, West Front*, 1899
Platinum print
Image: 18.6 x 28.5 cm (7 5/16 x 11 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XP.219.6

31. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*In Sure and Certain Hope*, October 1904
from Camera Work. Number 8
Photogravure print
Image: 19.8 x 14.6 cm (7 13/16 x 5 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 93.XB.26.9.8

32. A.J. Anderson
*The Artistic Side of Photography: In Theory and Practice*, 1910
from Camera Work. Number 8
Photogravure / Halftone / Gelatin silver
8vo
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XB.948.15

33. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Height and Light in Bourges Cathedral*, negative: 1899; Published: October 1903
from Camera Work. Number 4
Photogravure print
Image: 7.6 x 7.1 cm (3 x 2 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 93.XB.26.5.2

34. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Mrs. Frederick H. Evans and her son Evan Evans*, 1905
Platinum print
Image: 11.1 x 6.8 cm (4 3/8 x 2 11/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.79

35. P.H. Hood (English, active 1890 - 1910)
*Portrait of Frederick H. Evans*, about 1910
Platinum print
Image: 6.1 x 4.7 cm (2 3/8 x 1 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XP.208.18

36. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Mrs. Frederick H. Evans*, about 1900
Platinum print
Image: 17.6 x 13.4 cm (6 15/16 x 5 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.58

37. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Dr. John Todhunter*, 1890
Platinum print
Image: 23 x 17.6 cm (9 1/16 x 6 15/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.71

38. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Hubert Bland*, about 1895 - 1900
Platinum print
Image: 20 x 14.7 cm (7 7/8 x 5 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.59

39. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Aubrey Beardsley*, about 1894
Photogravure print
Image: 13 x 9.6 cm (5 1/8 x 3 3/4 in.)

40. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Illustration by Aubrey Beardsley*, about 1895
Illustration by Aubrey Beardsley, about 1895
Platinum print
Image: 9.2 x 23.3 cm (3 5/8 x 9 3/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.100

41. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Portrait of Arthur Symons*, about 1895 - 1900
Platinum print
Image: 19.1 x 13.3 cm (7 1/2 x 5 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.62

- more -
42. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of Alvin Langdon Coburn*, about 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 19.3 x 14.5 cm (7 5/8 x 5 11/16 in.)

43. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of F. Holland Day in Arab Costume*, 1901
   Platinum print
   Image: 19.2 x 24.1 cm (7 9/16 x 9 1/2 in.)
   Purchased with funds contributed by Dorothy Norman and with the Director's Discretionary Fund, 1968.

44. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of George Bernard Shaw*, 1902
   Gelatin silver print
   Image: 23.7 x 8.9 cm (9 5/16 x 3 1/2 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.76

45. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of George Egerton*, about 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 16.7 x 11.1 cm (6 9/16 x 4 3/8 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.78

46. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of Dora Curtis*, about 1895 - 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 18.7 x 13 cm (7 3/8 x 5 1/8 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.9

47. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of H. Jerome Pollitt*, about 1894
   Platinum print
   Image: 14.3 x 11.1 cm (5 5/8 x 4 3/8 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.65

48. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *Portrait of Phyllis Hatton*, about 1900
   Platinum print
   Image: 20 x 14.1 cm (7 7/8 x 5 9/16 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.69

49. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
   *The Dean of Ely*, about 1897
   Gum bichromate print
   Image: 24.4 x 18.9 cm (9 5/8 x 7 7/16 in.)
   The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.81

50. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
    *New Forest*, 1896 - 1897
    Platinum print
    Image: 14.4 x 20.2 cm (5 11/16 x 7 15/16 in.)
    The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.83

51. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
    *Ingoldmells*, about 1900
    Platinum print
    Image: 9.7 x 13.5 cm (3 13/16 x 5 5/16 in.)
    The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 85.XM.399

52. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
    *Winchelsea: Steps to Queen Elizabeth's Well*, about 1905
    Platinum print
    Image: 22.9 x 18.9 cm (9 x 7 7/16 in.)
    George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
    Rochester, New York, 81:1198:98

53. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
    *Scafell-Near Summit*, about 1905
    Gelatin silver print
    Image: 25.1 x 16.2 cm (9 7/8 x 6 3/8 in.)
    George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
    Rochester, New York, 1981:1198:007

- more -
54. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*On the Road to Watendlath: Borrowdale*, about 1900
Platinum print
Image: 24.7 x 16 cm (9 3/4 x 6 5/16 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
Rochester, New York, 81:1198:12

55. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*In Redlands Woods, Surrey*, 1899 - 1904
Platinum print
Image: 29.1 x 22.9 cm (11 7/16 x 9 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.34

56. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Foxgloves*, about 1908
Platinum print
Image: 14.8 x 8.3 cm (5 13/16 x 3 1/4 in.)

57. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*In Deerleap Woods: Surrey*, about 1910
Platinum print
Image: 29.1 x 23 cm (11 7/16 x 9 1/16 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
Rochester, New York, 1981:1198:004

58. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Herstmonceux Castle, Sussex, Steps to the Upper Garden*, 1918
Gelatin silver print
Image: 18.6 x 23.5 cm (7 5/16 x 9 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XP.459.18

59. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Rye: from Winchelsea*, 1915
Gelatin silver print
Image: 15.4 x 20.5 cm (6 1/16 x 8 1/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.85

60. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Reflet dans l'eau (Reflections in Water)*, negative 1921; Printed 1932
Platinum print
Image: 16.5 x 8.6 cm (6 1/2 x 3 3/8 in.)

61. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Southwell Cathedral: Chapter House Capital*, 1898
Platinum print
Image: 11.4 x 8.7 cm (4 1/2 x 3 7/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.54

62. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Southwell Cathedral: Chapter House Entrance Detail*, 1898
Platinum print
Image: 11.7 x 8.5 cm (4 9/16 x 3 5/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.47

63. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Southwell Cathedral: Entrance Capitals*, 1898
Platinum print
Image: 7.9 x 11.3 cm (3 1/8 x 4 7/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.52

64. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Southwell Cathedral: Detail*, about 1902
Platinum print
Image: 11.1 x 9.2 cm (4 3/8 x 3 5/8 in.)
65. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Southwell Cathedral: Nave, Norman Capital*, 1898  
Platinum print  
Image: 8.7 x 10.6 cm (3 7/16 x 4 3/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.48

66. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Southwell Cathedral: North Transept Triforium*, 1898  
Platinum print  
Image: 9.5 x 11.6 cm (3 3/4 x 4 9/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.46

67. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: East End*, about 1901  
Platinum print  
Image: 9.7 x 7.2 cm (3 13/16 x 2 13/16 in.)  
Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal, Canada, PH1978:0272

68. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral from Bishop's Green*, 1891  
Platinum print  
Image: 14.6 x 10.8 cm (5 3/4 x 4 1/4 in.)  
The Marjorie and Leonard Vernon Collection, gift of The Annenberg Foundation, acquired from Carol Vernon and Robert Turbin. Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, California, M.2008.40.737

69. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: Octagon and Nave*, about 1899  
Platinum print  
Image: 19.8 x 14.6 cm (7 13/16 x 5 3/4 in.)  

70. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral*, about 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 26.2 x 19.7 cm (10 5/16 x 7 3/4 in.)  
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum, Bradford, England, 2003-5001_2_22268

71. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*A Memory of the Normans* - *Ely Cathedral: Southwest Transept to Nave*, 1901  
Platinum print  
Image: 20.4 x 13.3 cm (8 1/16 x 5 1/4 in.)  
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum, Bradford, England, 2003-5001_2_20684

72. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: View of Details of a Norman Door Arch*, about 1901  
Platinum print  
Image: 14.3 x 19.7 cm (5 5/8 x 7 3/4 in.)  
Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal, Canada, PH1979:0096

73. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: Gargoyle in Nave Triforium*, 1897 - 1900  
Platinum print  
Image: 22.5 x 16.8 cm (8 7/8 x 6 5/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.55

74. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: Chapel of Bishop West, South Choir Aisle*, 1897 - 1900  
Platinum print  
Image: 20.1 x 14.9 cm (7 7/8 x 5 7/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.14

75. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Ely Cathedral: Bishop Alcock's Chapel*, 1897  
Platinum print  
Image: 26 x 17.9 cm (10 1/4 x 7 1/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.44
76. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Ely Cathedral: North Side, North Transept*, 1897 - 1900
Platinum print
Image: 19.4 x 15.4 cm (7 5/8 x 6 1/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.17

77. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral: West End of Nave*, 1890 - 1903
Platinum print
Image: 14.9 x 10.5 cm (5 7/8 x 4 1/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.38

78. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral: "A Sea of Steps," Stairs to the Chapter House*, 1903
Platinum print
Image: 24 x 19 cm (9 7/16 x 7 1/2 in.)
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum, Bradford, England, RPS 5013/2

79. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral: Stairs and Entrance to Chapter House*, 1900
Platinum print
Image: 19.8 x 14.8 cm (7 13/16 x 5 13/16 in.)
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum, Bradford, England, 2003-5001_2_20070

80. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral: Nave Looking West*, about 1903
Platinum print
Image: 18.1 x 14.9 cm (7 1/8 x 5 7/8 in.)

81. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral: Northwest Tower and West Porch*, about 1903
Platinum print
Image: 14.9 x 9.4 cm (5 7/8 x 3 11/16 in.)
Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal, Canada, PH1984:0502

82. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Wells Cathedral from the Moat*, about 1903
Gelatin bromide print
Image: 17.6 x 23.7 cm (6 15/16 x 9 5/16 in.)

83. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Rouen Cathedral*, 1899 - 1905
Platinum print
Image: 24.9 x 17 cm (9 13/16 x 6 11/16 in.)
Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal, Canada, PH1977:0056:001

84. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Château Chevenon (Nevers): Le Moyen Age (The Middle Ages)*, about 1910
Platinum print
Image: 25.6 x 20.3 cm (10 1/16 x 8 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film, Rochester, New York, 81:1198:35

85. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

*Provins*, about 1906-1907
Platinum print
Image: 27.3 x 8.8 cm (10 3/4 x 3 7/16 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film, Rochester, New York, 81:1198:19
86. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Provins_, about 1906-07  
Platinum print  
Image: 10.2 x 13.2 cm (4 x 5 3/16 in.)  
Purchased with funds contributed by Dorothy Norman and the Director's Discretionary Fund, 1968.  

87. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Mont Saint Michel: Cloisters_, 1906  
Platinum print  
Image: 21.1 x 11.1 cm (8 5/16 x 4 3/8 in.)  
Purchased with funds contributed by Dorothy Norman and the Director's Discretionary Fund, 1968.  

88. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_At Chantilly_, about 1906 - 1907  
Platinum print  
Image: 23.5 x 17.1 cm (9 1/4 x 6 3/4 in.)  
Purchased with funds contributed by Dorothy Norman and the Director's Discretionary Fund, 1968.  

89. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Section through a Shell of the Nautilus_, about 1900 - 1915  
Gelatin silver print  
Image: 21.9 x 17 cm (8 5/8 x 6 11/16 in.)  
Ina and Phillip Trager, courtesy of Hans P. Kraus, Jr., New York, EX.2010.3.73

90. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Avignon: Palais des Papes (The Palace of the Popes)_ , about 1906 - 1907  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.2 x 19.1 cm (9 1/2 x 7 1/2 in.)  
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum. Bradford, England, RPS 482

91. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_A French Chateau: 'Castles in the Air'_ , about 1906 - 1907  
Platinum print  
Image: 19.1 x 18.7 cm (7 1/2 x 7 3/8 in.)  
Clarissa Alcock Bronfman Collection, courtesy of Hans P. Kraus, Jr., New York, , EX.2010.3.72

92. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Westminster Abbey: South Nave Aisle to West_, 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.2 x 15.7 cm (9 1/2 x 6 3/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.13

93. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Westminster Abbey from the South Transept_, 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.2 x 18.3 cm (9 1/2 x 7 3/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.11

94. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Westminster Abbey: Confessor's Chapel, Tomb of Henry III_, 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.5 x 19.5 cm (9 5/8 x 7 11/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.27

95. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Westminster Abbey: Confessor's Chapel, Staircase on North Side_, 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.1 x 15.8 cm (9 1/2 x 6 1/4 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.24

96. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
_Westminster Abbey: Confessor's Chapel, Coronation Chair with Stone of Scone_, 1911  
Platinum print  
Image: 24.4 x 19.4 cm (9 5/8 x 7 5/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.20
97. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Westminster Abbey: East End of South Ambulatory, Top Detail, 1911
Platinum print
Image: 22.7 x 18.7 cm (8 15/16 x 7 3/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.6

98. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Westminster Abbey: Chapel of Henry VII, Detail of Bronze Tomb of Henry VII, 1911
Platinum print
Image: 21.4 x 18.3 cm (8 3/8 x 7 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.2

99. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Westminster Abbey: Chapel of Henry VII, Roof of Fan Tracery Vaulting, 1911
Platinum print
Image: 21.7 x 18.7 cm (8 9/16 x 7 3/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.36

100. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral from the Wear, 1912
Platinum print
Image: 19.1 x 23.5 cm (7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.

101. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral from the Close, 1912
Platinum print
Image: 23.9 x 19.1 cm (9 7/16 x 7 1/2 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
Rochester, New York, 81:1198:0045

102. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral, 1912
Platinum print
Image: 12.1 x 9.5 cm (4 13/16 x 3 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.39

103. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral, about 1911
Gelatin silver print
Image: 12.1 x 9 cm (4 3/4 x 3 9/16 in.)

104. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral: Across the Nave, about 1912
Platinum print
Image: 24.7 x 12.7 cm (9 3/4 x 5 in.)

105. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Durham Cathedral: Galilee Chapel, Bedes Tomb, about 1911
Platinum print
Image: 24.5 x 19.7 cm (9 5/8 x 7 3/4 in.)

106. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Chartres Cathedral: A Pillar of Chartres, 1906
Platinum print
Image: 25.4 x 11.7 cm (10 x 4 5/8 in.)

107. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

The Sculptured Aisles of Chartres Cathedral, about 1910
Platinum print
Image: 29.5 x 23.4 cm (11 5/8 x 9 3/16 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
Rochester, New York, 81:1198:49
108. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Chartres Cathedral: North Porch*, about 1910
Platinum print
Image: 24.9 x 19.8 cm (9 13/16 x 7 13/16 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film.
Rochester, New York, 81:1198:29

109. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
Ink
12mo
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XO.759.1

110. Alvin Langdon Coburn (British, 1882 - 1966)
*George Meredith*, negative: October 1904; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 12.4 x 9.3 cm (4 7/8 x 3 11/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.1

111. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Fir Woods, Copsham*, negative: 1909; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 11.6 x 9.1 cm (4 9/16 x 3 9/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.8

112. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*The Woods at Oxshott*, negative: 1909; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 11.6 x 9.1 cm (4 9/16 x 3 9/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.9

113. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Dearleap Woods*, negative: 1909; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 12 x 9.3 cm (4 3/4 x 3 11/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.59

114. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Redlands Woods*, negative: 1909; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 11.2 x 8.9 cm (4 7/16 x 3 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.60

115. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Fir Woods near Leith Hill, Surrey*, negative: 1909; Print: 1911
from George Meredith's Memorial Portfolio
Photogravure print
Image: 8.9 x 9.6 cm (3 1/2 x 3 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XL.761.21.61

116. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
"In Sure and Certain Hope" - York Minster, 1902
Platinum print
Image: 26.8 x 19 cm (10 9/16 x 7 1/2 in.)
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum. Bradford, England, RPS 5013/2
117. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

York Minster: North Transept, The Five Sisters, 1902
Platinum print
Image: 20.8 x 15.6 cm (8 3/16 x 6 1/8 in.)

118. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

York Minster: Views of Details of Sculptural Decoration in the Chapter House, 1902
Platinum print
Image: 12.7 x 19 cm (5 x 7 1/2 in.)
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1976:0044:020

119. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

York Minster: Views of Details of Sculptural Decoration in the Chapter House, 1902
Platinum print
Image: 9.1 x 4.1 cm (3 9/16 x 1 5/8 in.)
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1976:0044:063

120. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

York Minster: A Peek into the Chapter House, about 1904
Platinum print
Image: 27.5 x 6.1 cm (10 13/16 x 2 3/8 in.)
George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film. Rochester, New York, 81:1198:36

121. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

York Minster: Entrance to Chapter House, 1901
Platinum print
Image: 19.7 x 13.1 cm (7 3/4 x 5 3/16 in.)

122. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Rheims Cathedral: West-Front (Pre-War), 1899
Platinum print
Image: 24.8 x 24.1 cm (9 3/4 x 9 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.32

123. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Rheims Cathedral: Angel, Choir Chapel, about 1900
Platinum print
Image: 25.4 x 16.5 cm (10 x 6 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 89.XM.64

124. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Rheims Cathedral, negative 1899; Printed 1915
Platinum print
Image: 19.5 x 19.1 cm (7 11/16 x 7 1/2 in.)
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1975:0003

125. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Wells Cathedral: Canopy of Altar in Bishop Sugar’s Chantry, 1903
Gelatin silver print
Image: 16.7 x 21.7 cm (6 9/16 x 8 9/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XP.219.5

126. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Kelmscott Manor: From the Thames, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 7.8 x 20.2 cm (3 1/16 x 7 15/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.96

127. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)

Kelmscott Manor: From the Garden, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 14.3 x 20.3 cm (5 5/8 x 8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.97

- more -
128. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Garden*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 18.3 x 14.3 cm (7 3/16 x 5 5/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XM.444.92

129. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Entrance*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 18.4 x 14.8 cm (7 1/4 x 5 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XM.444.86

130. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Tapestry Room*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 18.3 x 14.8 cm (7 3/16 x 5 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XM.444.90

131. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Passage to Panelled Room*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 15.1 x 27.6 cm (5 15/16 x 10 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XM.444.88

132. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: From the Thames*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 3.5 x 6.7 cm (1 3/8 x 2 5/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.33

133. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: The Thames Near the Manor*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 4.3 x 6.5 cm (1 11/16 x 2 9/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.34

134. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: From the Meadows*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 4.4 x 6.7 cm (1 3/4 x 2 5/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.35

135. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Road and Entrance*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.2 x 4.9 cm (2 7/16 x 1 15/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.36

136. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Passage to Panelled Room*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 4.8 x 6.2 cm (1 7/8 x 2 7/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.37

137. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Wm. Morris's Bedroom*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.8 x 5.9 cm (2 11/16 x 2 5/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.38

138. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Bed Wm. Morris Was Born In*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.4 x 5.4 cm (2 1/2 x 2 1/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.39

139. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Tapestry Room*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 5.1 x 7 cm (2 x 2 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles,
84.XH.1616.40

- more -
140. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Tapestry Room*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.5 x 6.5 cm (2 9/16 x 2 9/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.41

141. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Tapestry Room*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.4 x 5.6 cm (2 1/2 x 2 3/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.19

142. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Thro' a Window in the Tapestry Room*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.4 x 3.8 cm (2 1/2 x 1 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.27

143. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Garden*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 6.2 x 4.9 cm (2 7/16 x 1 15/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.28

144. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: From the Orchard*, 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 4.6 x 6.4 cm (1 13/16 x 2 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.30

145. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Great Cokkeswell: Tithe Barn: Interior*, about 1896
Lantern slide
Image: 5.2 x 6.2 cm (2 1/16 x 2 7/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.32

146. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Polycistina*, about 1883
Lantern slide
Image: 7.1 x 7.1 cm (2 13/16 x 2 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.1

147. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Spine of Ehinus*, 1890 - 1899
Lantern slide
Image: 7.1 x 7.1 cm (2 13/16 x 2 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.14

148. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Foot of Parasite of Queen Bee, Braula Coeca*, about 1883
Lantern slide
Image: 7.1 x 7.1 cm (2 13/16 x 2 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.7

149. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Polycistina, "Bulb" Horns*, 1890 - 1899
Lantern slide
Image: 7.3 x 7.3 cm (2 7/8 x 2 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.15

150. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Hedgerow Study*, about 1883
Lantern slide
Image: 7.3 x 7.2 cm (2 7/8 x 2 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.5

151. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Hawthorn and Blackberry*, about 1883
Lantern slide
Image: 7.1 x 7.3 cm (2 13/16 x 2 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.6
152. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: Nave, Details of Iron Grill*, 1900  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.2 x 4.8 cm (2 7/16 x 1 15/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.20

153. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: Carved Head, Now in Library*, 1900  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.4 x 5.9 cm (2 1/2 x 2 5/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.22

154. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: Details of Nave Roof and Clerestory*, 1900  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.2 x 5.6 cm (2 7/16 x 2 3/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.21

155. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Winchester Cathedral: 8th Transept, Detail Norman Arches*, 1900  
Lantern slide  
Image: 5.7 x 6 cm (2 1/4 x 2 3/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.23

156. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Japanese Sword Guard: Tsuba, "The Hundred Monkeys"*, 1883 - 1899  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.2 x 6.2 cm (2 7/16 x 2 7/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.12

157. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Japanese Tsuba, Sword Guard*, 1890 - 1899  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.8 x 6.9 cm (2 11/16 x 2 11/16 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.13

158. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Redland Woods*, 1893  
Lantern slide  
Image: 6.8 x 6.7 cm (2 11/16 x 2 5/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.24

159. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Redlands Woods*, 1893  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7.1 x 6.7 cm (2 13/16 x 2 5/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.26

160. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Redlands Woods, near Dorking, April 1892*  
Lantern slide  
Image: 5.4 x 7.3 cm (2 1/8 x 2 7/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.25

161. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Near Coldharbour*, 1893  
Lantern slide  
Image: 7 x 6 cm (2 3/4 x 2 3/8 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XH.1616.42

162. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)  
*Box with Glass Lantern Slides*, about 1900  
Glass slides within original wooden box  
Image: 9.5 x 17.8 cm (3 3/4 x 7 in.)  
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, EX.2010.3.66.1

163. Unknown maker, British?  
*Magic Lantern Viewer*, 1890 - 1910  
Wooden box, brass lens, electrical cord  
Object: H: 34.3 x L: 66 x W: 16.5 cm (13 1/2 x 26 x 6 1/2 in.)  
Canadian Centre for Architecture. Montréal, Canada, PH1979:0634
164. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: William Morris's Bedroom*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 17.3 x 14.9 cm (6 13/16 x 5 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.95

165. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: Through the Window*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 18.8 x 12.9 cm (7 3/8 x 5 1/16 in.)
RPS Collection at the National Media Museum. Bradford, England, RPS 15813

166. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Attics (No. 1).*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 15.6 x 20.2 cm (6 1/8 x 7 15/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.89

167. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Kelmscott Manor: In the Attics (2)*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 19.9 x 14.9 cm (7 7/8 x 5 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.1

168. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Great Cockeswell Barn (near Kelmscott): Interior*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 18.4 x 15.2 cm (7 1/4 x 6 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.93

169. Frederick H. Evans (British, 1853 - 1943)
*Great Cockeswell Barn (near Kelmscott)*, 1896
Platinum print
Image: 14.6 x 20 cm (5 3/4 x 7 7/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.444.91